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Abstract: In this paper, based on the spectral analysis and the strain energy theory, the systematic errors of 
Rain-flow Counting Method have been quantitatively analyzed, from which a Fourier Counting Method is put 
forward. And according to this new method, software has been developed combined with sampling data of the 
real container ship via rigorous theoretical derivation and compact modular design, which has certain theoretical 
innovation significance and practical value. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Metallic materials’ fatigue comes from the plastic 
strain caused by internal metal structure’s 
reciprocating deformation. It is mainly due to the 
strain energy resulted from alternating load, bringing 
about increased dislocation of microscopic structure. 
When repeated dislocations accumulate up to a 
certain level, macroscopic cracks will appear. Crack 
continues to expand, which eventually leads to 
structural failure. The stress time course meets 
broadband random process, and the number of stress 
cycles of which could be accumulated by cycle 
counting method. In all kinds of counting method, the 
Rain-flow Counting Method matches well with 
material fatigue damage mechanism in principle, 
which has been considered as the most popular 
method in the industry. Rain-flow Counting Method, 
also known as Tower Top Method, is first put 
forward by two British engineers Matsuiski and 

Endo [1-3], which operates as this: rotate "load-time" 
history data series by 90 degrees to make the time 
axis vertically downward, looking like a series of 
eaves surface. Stress alternating amplitude and 
frequency statistical process are similar with the view 
of rainwater floating down on the eaves [4, 5]. The 
basic principle of Rain flow counting method is 
shown as in Fig. 1. 

The first rain-flow flows down from point 0 
inside the "valley", and flows down from point 1 to 1' 
and then flows to point 5, and then fall. The second 
rain-flow flows down from point 1 inside the "peak" 
to point 2. Because of point 1’s "peak" lower than 
point 5’s "peak", it stops.  

The third rain-flow from point 2 inside the 
“valley” to point 3, and from point 3 down to point 3' 
and continue fall down until hits the rain-flow from 
roof above .Under such circumstances, it can get the 
following counting loop blocks: 3-4-3’, 1-2-1’,  
6-7-6’, 8-9-8’, 11-12-11, 13-14-13’ and 12-15-12’. 
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Each loop has different amplitude (mode value), and 
this method accumulates all kinds of different 
amplitude loops to gain a distribution of  
load amplitudes. 

The course of counting stress loads of Rain-flow 
Counting Method reflects memory characteristics of 
materials, which strongly fits structural fatigue 
theory. However, there are significant limitations in 
accuracy with this method: before counting process, 
the stress samples curve must be reduced pretreated. 
Pretreatment turns original curve to fold line, 
discarding the complex details. If not, it may not 
work fluently. Especially for the wave loads of 
broadband energy spectrum, Pretreatment will 
produce significant error in some occasions. 
Especially for the wide distribution of the energy 
spectrum of the waves loads simplified many will 
lose out should not be overlooked strain energy, 
resulting in some cases significant calculation 
errors [6-9]. 
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Fig. 1. Operation of Rain-flow Counting Method. 
 

About the limitations of Rain-flow Counting 
Method in precision, Reference [1-3, 6, 7] supplied 
qualitative interpretation. Reference [3, 7] put 
forward improved method, but could not avoid 
systematic errors from pretreatment. Until now 
almost no systematic quantitative analysis has been 

studied by the academia and the industry. From the 
above, this paper starts two parts of work: 

1) Quantitatively analyze the error of Rain-flow 
Counting Method and put forward Fourier Counting 
Method; 

2) Develop software combined with sampling 
data of the real container ship on Fourier Counting 
Method. 
 
 
2. Error analysis of Rain-flow  

Counting Method 
 

Based on Fourier spectrum analysis and strain 
energy principle, a set of detailed error analysis 
method is put forward for discrete sampling error of 
different stress loads. In the industry all kinds of 
practical stress load sample curves are discrete time 
series. Sampling sequence in higher precision can 
more accurately reflects the fundamental wave curve 
and each other order harmonics load. But rain-flow 
Counting Method will ignore all the intermediate 
sampling points’ values between any two adjacent 
poles [10, 11]. 

As shown as Fig. 2, Let ( )X k n−  and ( )X k  

be some two adjacent poles, the actual load curve 
between them may takes on various possibilities. In 
Fig. 2(a) shows the possible curves family with no 
inflection or stagnation point, Fig. 2(b) shows the 
possible curves family with single inflection or 
stagnation point, and Fig. 2(c) shows the  
possible curves family with multiple inflection and 
stagnation points. And there are also many other 
more complex situations. 
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Fig. 2. Various possible stress curves between two extreme 
points in the sampling history. 

 
 

There two critical points about dynamic load 
fatigue theory [12-14]: 

1) Alternating range and mean value of  
dynamic load; 

2) The distribution of the dynamic load’s 
alternating rate. 

These two factors will have a direct impact on the 
structure of partial dislocation. Curves with different 
styles between two poles in Fig. 2 will lead to 
different mean value and different timing distribution 

of alternating rate d dtσ , which bring to different 

fatigue losses. The longer of time between the two 
poles is, the more notable the errors between different 
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style stress curves affect the same structure. But 
based on counting method requires, different style 
stress curves are turned to the same line segment, and 
thus the same fatigue loss value is derived, which 
will lead to serious error. 

Taking the actual situation into account, four 
representative style curves will be taken for example 
(shown in Fig. 3) to evaluate the systematic errors. 
Some preconditions are assumed to simplify the 
analysis process: 

1) Four kinds of stress act on the same style 
material structure and fatigue loss course adopts the 
W style characteristic curve in S-N curves family; 

2) Four kinds of stress have the same load range 
(25-85 N/mm2); 

3) Four kinds of stress waveforms are standard 
periodic function (T=3S, sampling periods=2); 

4) Calculating and Graphing load spectrum  
adopts the same size width of time-domain  
window (width=3S); 

5) In Fig. 2, blue curves are original waveforms. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Four types of alternating load sequence. 
 
 
2.1. Harmonic Oscillatory Form 
 

Harmonic oscillatory form is the most popular 
one for stress tests, and also the most similar form 
with wave force in ship navigation (Actual waveform 
can be disassembled into a series of orthogonal 
harmonic waves) [15]. In this paper its formula 
adopts 30 sin(2 / 3 )xπ θ⋅ + , shown as Fig. 3 (a). This 

alternating load is characterized by: The mean value 
is geometric center of this curve; Alternating energy 
shows as symmetrical distribution; not only 
alternating rate >0, but also acceleration is 
continuous time-varying. That is to say, load 
properties are continuous time-varying, which impact 
cannot be ignored. 

The Fourier load spectrum of this wave is shown 
as Fig. 4 (a), which quantitatively shows strain 
energy intensity. Almost all energy concentrated in 
the baseband. In actual operation, there is very little 
energy scattered in other bands due to numerical 
error. Strain energy’s high intensity leads alternating 
amplitude to the theoretical max value within all the 
load forms under the same energy (60 N/mm2). Based 
on detail calculation, the damage power generated by 

strain energy is 8879 kW ( 2 2k A l T ETσ= ⋅Δ ,  

E is the Young's modulus, TΔ is the sampling time,  
T is the waveform period, A is the force area, σ is 
the alternating amplitude). 

 
 

Fig. 4. Four types of alternating load spectrum. 
 
 

In accordance with the W line of S-N curves 
family, the fatigue loss during TΔ by this kind of 
stress form is 23.69/107, which means that the test 
point could put up with 1407 hours of this style force 
(The calculation formula see "Hull Structure Fatigue 
Strength Guide" [16]). 
 
 

2.2. Bilateral Sharp Pulse Form 
 

Bilateral sharp pulse form also appears in some 
occasions. In this paper its formula consists of 

360 [4( ) / 3]x θ⋅ −  and 360 [4( ) / 3]x θ− ⋅ − , shown as 

Fig. 2 (b). The mean value is also geometric center of 
this curve and alternating energy shows as 
symmetrical distribution, which is just like Fig. 3 (a). 
But this form also has its particular characters: load 
value is quite steady during most time, and curve 
alternately appears approximate spike in both 

directions. Alternating rate dS dt  and Acceleration 

value is quite small during most time and pulse 
appears cyclically; Residence time at load upper & 
lower limits is very short. The Fourier load spectrum 
of this wave is shown as Fig. 4 (b). Due to wave 
difference with Fig. 3 (a), its strain energy dose not 
concentrated in a sparrow band and obviously 
scattered into odd multiple of bands. In the energy 
relatively concentrated band, the alternating 
amplitude is only 29 N/mm2. Based on detail 
calculation, the damage power generated by strain 
energy is 2926 kW, which obviously below Fig. 3(a). 
The fatigue loss during TΔ by this kind of stress 
form is 2.75/107, which means that the  
test point could put up with 12121 hours of this  
style force. 
 
 
2.3. Unilateral Sharp Pulse Form 
 

Unilateral sharp pulse form is another common 
style in the industry. In this paper its formula consists 
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of semicircle expression 2 1/220 (9 ( ) )t θ⋅ − − , shown 

as Fig. 3(c). Different from (a) and (b), alternating 
energy shows as non-symmetrical distribution, and 
there is no geometric center in this curve. Mean value 
is closed to the relatively flat side. Load value is 
relatively flat during most time and unilateral sharp 

pulse appears cyclically. Alternating rate dS dt and 

acceleration are significantly higher than Fig. 3 (b). 
Residence time at load lower limits is very short. 

The Fourier load spectrum of this wave is shown 
as Fig. 4 (c), which strain energy also scattered into 
all bands. In the energy relatively concentrated band, 
the alternating amplitude is only 34 N/mm2, which a 
little higher than Fig. 4 (b). Based on detail 
calculation, the damage power generated by strain 
energy is 2362 kW, and the fatigue loss during TΔ by 
this kind of stress form is 4.20/107, which means that 
the test point could put up with 7937 hours of this 
style force. 
 
 

2.4. Saw Tooth Form 
 

Saw tooth form is the most common one, which 
coincides with simplified form by Rain-flow 
Counting Method. In this paper its formula adopts 
30 ( )t θ⋅ ± − , shown as Fig. 3 (d). Alternating energy 

shows as symmetrical distribution, and mean value is 
geometric center of this curve alternating rate dS dt  

is constant (acceleration=0), residence time at load 
upper & lower limits is very short. 

The Fourier load spectrum of this wave is shown 
as Fig. 3(d), which geometric differences is small 
from (a), and strain energy concentrated in a sparrow 
band. The alternating amplitude is 49 N/mm2 in the 
energy concentrated band. Based on detail 
calculation, the damage power generated by strain 
energy is 6120 kW. The fatigue loss during TΔ by 
this kind of stress form is 12.71/107, which means 
that the test point could put up with 2623 hours of 
this style force. 

For four typical load curves, alternating ranges 
and periods are the same. But alternating rate, strain 
energy, mean load and load spectrum are significant 
different. And accurately calculated fatigue losses are 
obviously different. However, in accordance with the 
Rain-flow Counting Method, curves will be 
simplified to the same style just as (d), and will be 
result in the same value. If the load condition is close 
to the second form (b), the results of the error can be 
as high as several times. As is shown in Fig. 5, blue 
curve is a piece of real stress data from some hull 
structure, and red curve is the reduced sample for 
Rain-flow Counting Method, which differ from each 
other significantly. 
 
 

3. Fourier Counting Method’s Design 
 

As is analyzed above, turning stress curve into 
harmonic components (orthogonal to each other) via 

Fourier transform, obeys the principle of mechanics 
orthogonal decomposition and Palmgren-Miner 
Linear damage theory, which could avoid systematic 
errors arising similar to Rain-flow Counting Method. 
As is shown in Fig. 6, this paper designs a new 
counting method: Fourier Counting Method. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Real stress data from some hull structure. 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Workflow of Fourier Counting Method. 
 
 

As is shown in Fig. 6, four steps will be 
performing as follows: 

1) Get stress sample curve ( )f t , 1 2[ , ]t t t∈  

2) Split sample curve into Fourier series 
 

 

0
1

( ) [ sin( )]n n
n

f t a b n tω θ
∞

=

= + + , (1) 

 

where 0a  is the static load component, nb  is the 

alternating load amplitude of each component, nω  is 

the alternating frequency, and nθ  is the phase of each 

component. 
3) Calculate fatigue loss of each component in 

Fourier series 
 

 ( )
( )

( )
t n

n
n

N b
D t

N b
ΔΔ = , 2 1t t tΔ = − , (2) 

 

where ( )nD tΔ  is the fatigue percentage of N order 

component during tΔ , ( )nN b  is the upper 

alternating number limit of nb  amplitude before 

complete structure failure, and ( )t nN bΔ  is the 

alternating number N order component during tΔ . 
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4) Add up all component calculation results to 
total damage 

 
 

1

( ) ( )n
n

D t D t
∞

=

Δ = Δ , 2 1t t tΔ = − , (3) 

 
On the basis of Palmgren-Miner theory total 

damage ( )D tΔ  during tΔ  is linear sum of  

all ( )nD tΔ . 
 
 

4. Software Development 
 

The work unit of the paper’s writer owns a 
commercial container ship "YU FENG", on which 10 
stress sensors have been installed (S1~S10). In order 
to turn the theoretical innovation into reality product, 

the writer has developed simple software based on 
Fourier Counting Method combined with real hull 
structure stress data, which is shown as Fig. 7. 

10 stress measuring points information is as 
shown in Table 1. Most of these points supply both 
tress direction and magnitude. 

10 stress measuring points information is as 
shown in Table 1. Most of these points supply both 
stress direction and magnitude. 

According to stress direction, the style of stress 
could be identified, and according to stress direction, 
the intensity of stress could be identified. Different 
points reflect different parts of the ship hull. S4~S7, 
which are located at mid-ship, are the most 
significant, for they are arranged in stress 
concentration areas. This software could analyze each 
measuring point and predict how much years the 
point could continue put up with the wave stress. 
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Fig. 7. Stress load sampling points of YU FENG. 
 
 

Table 1. Stress measuring points information. 
 

Description Code Unit 
S1 Stress Magnitude S1-σ MPa 
S1 Stress Direction S1-θ ° 
S2 Stress Magnitude S2-σ MPa 
S2 Stress Direction S2-θ ° 
… … … 
S10 Stress Magnitude S10-σ MPa 

 
 
The whole view of this software is shown as 

Fig. 8, which consists of 4 main modules: "Time 
Series Window", "Spectrogram Window", "Discrete 
Spectrum Window" and "N_S curve". 

1) Time Series Window. 
As is shown in Fig. 9, this module works for 

showing the stress time series of object point, when a 
detail time period has been selected (via red box), the 
max value, min value and value span will be shown 
to users. At the bottom of the window there is a 

progress bar, by which users can select the detail time 
period. The width of red box (time period) could be 
set at "Window Width" of left side (shown as Fig. 8). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Panoramic view of software for hull  
fatigue assessment. 
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2) Spectrogram Window. 
As is shown in Fig. 10, Spectrogram is a kind of 

expression three-dimensional image by two-
dimensional perspective. For this image, the 
horizontal axis is the time axis, vertical axis is the 
frequency axis, and grayscale value represents 
amplitude (the third dimension). At the bottom of the 
window there is also a progress bar, which  
keeps synchronous with Time Series Window’s 
progress bar. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Time Series Window. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Spectrogram Window. 
 
 

3) Discrete Spectrum Window. 
As is shown in Fig. 11, this module is entirely 

synchronous with above two modules, which is the 
cross section cut out by yellow line in Spectrogram 
Window. It shows the discrete energy spectrum of the 
curve select by red box in Time Series Window. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Discrete Spectrum Window. 
 
 

Information blanks in this module supply such as 
Haplotype Frequency, Basic Frequency, Basic 
Frequency amplitude, frequency cycle and analyzing 
time length (width of red box). 

4) The N_S curve Window. 
This module comes from linear fatigue 

assessment theory. Linear fatigue assessment theory 
considers that metallic materials’ fatigue comply with 
linear cumulative rule of alternating load. So 
materials’ fatigue is linearly associated with 
alternating stress amplitude and stress cycles number, 
which is shown in Fig. 12. 

N_S curve consists of curve B, C, D, E, F, F2, G, 
and curve W eight curves [17, 18]. Each curve 
represents one kind of relationship between 
alternating stress amplitude (S) and stress cycles 
number (N). Different curve is suitable for different 
structure node. For example, B curve is suitable for 
the edges of sheet metal and steel, which has not been 
flame cut, and there are no cracks and cuts. And C 
curve is suitable for the edges of sheet metal and 
steel, which has been flame cut, but there are no 
cracks and cuts [19-21]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. N_S curves graph from Lloyds Register. 
 
 
The relationship between N and S could be 

expressed with formula as follows: 
 

 log( ) log( ) log( )N K m S= − , (4) 
 
where m  is the Anti slope of S-N curve (generally 

3m = ), K  is the curve parameters of S-N, varies 
from different structure node. 

The larger alternating stress amplitude (S) value 
is, the smaller stress cycles Number (N) is. It means 
that large amplitude of alternating stress have more 
significant destructive power. 

This soft adopts theory and formula above. Users 
can set parameters according the material’s character, 
and the module will draw the right N-S curve with 
red color. 

When the right N-S curve has been drawn, the 
software automatically calculation the fatigue 
damage by stress time series selected by red box in 
Time Series Window. As is shown in Fig. 11, the 
fatigue damage result from the selected stress time 
series in Fig. 7 is 6.78/107, which means that this 
time period’s stress could be applied on the node for 
107/6.78=1474926 times before its failure. 
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Simple operation index of the software is  
as follows: 

1) Select sampling points. 
Ten stress sampling points (S1~S10) have been 

set stress sensors. So it needs to select which point to 
be calculated. 

2) Select sampling date file. 
Each sampling point has long year’s continuous 

data. So it needs to select which Time period to be 
calculate (one date file contain 24 hours’ data). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 13. N-S curve Window. 
 
 

3) Read stress data. 
Click "Read Data" button to read the data file 

selected. And thus Time Series window will shows 
the curve red. 

4) Select tΔ . 
As is shown in Time Series window, the red 

cursor could be used to select tΔ . The length of tΔ  
could be set at "Window Width" blank.  

5) Plot stress spectrogram. 
Click "Time-freq. mapping" button to plot stress 

spectrogram. The spectrogram is a three-dimensional 
image. Horizontal axis X stands for time, vertical 
axis Y stands for frequency and the axis Z 
perpendicular to the paper stands for amplitude, as is 
shown in "Spectrogram" window. Yellow cursor 
could be regulated to any time points in tΔ , and 
stress power spectrum of that time will be plot in 
"Discrete Spectrum window" (red strip is major 
frequency band). 

6) Calculate fatigue loss. 
Set parameter of N_S curve: K, Sq., M at left 

blanks, and click "N-S Drawing" button and then 
N_S curve will be drew in the "N_S curve" window, 
and fatigue loss during tΔ will be calculated and the 
results will be shown in the blank marked by 
elliptical ring. 

Considerations during operations:  
1) The selection of data to be analyzed. 
Collected data from Real ship is very large, and 

not all the data is necessary for analysis. Each stress 
sensor works at frequency of 2/3 Hz. So it samples 
stress 2400 times per hour, and sampling 
57,600 times during a day time, and every year there 
are 21,024,000 samples. Each sample generates two 

values (the magnitude and direction values). In sum it 
generates 42,048,000 values. There are 10 ship stress 
sensors, and each of them has been running for seven 
years from installed, generated a total number of 
more than 2.9 billion data, which is an astronomical 
figure. If all of these samples are analyzed one by 
one, there will be staggering workload.  

In fact, ship runs at sea, suffers significantly 
regular alternating load cycle, the cycle complies 
with voyage, day and night, and seasons. There are 
also quite a lot of time period when the ship is 
moored in the harbor, and almost no significant 
alternating load data appears. So users may just 
choose some representative data, which the amplitude 
of the alternating load is significant to analysis. It 
will save a lot of unnecessary calculations. 

2) Analysis time box width size to be set. 
Analysis time box width in Time Series Window 

module (selected by red box) will affect the accuracy 
of the analysis course. Too narrow or too wide of the 
red box, is not conducive to spectrum analysis and 
fatigue loss calculation.  

If the window is too narrow, the sampling points 
to be analyzed are too less adequate, and the accuracy 
of generated frequency spectrum will be poor low, 
which leads to a rough calculation result. If the 
window is too wide, the spectrum generated will be 
fine enough, but it represents a spectrum 
characteristic of a long time, Real-time characteristic 
will be concealed. Therefore, a relatively narrow 
window is suitable for the situation that frequency 
characteristics vary time by time. A relatively wide 
window is suitable for the situation that frequency 
characteristics are quite stable for a long time period. 

3) N-S curve parameter’s setting 
Different materials and structure nodes 

correspond to different N-S curves. If users make any 
mistake, it may leads to surprising errors. For 
example, as is shown in Fig. 12, for 100 MPa 
alternating load, B-type material-node can withstand 
104.5 cycles before node’s failure, but W-type 
material-node can only withstand 103 cycles before 
node’s failure. If W-type is mistaken into W-type, 
errors will appear up to 10~30 times. From the view 
of the same cycling number, for 104 cycles, B-type 
material node can withstand alternating load which is 
close to 110 MPa, but W-type material node can only 
withstand alternating load less than 50 Mpa node. For 
two kinds of selection, alternating load differs 
doubly. 
 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

With the same alternating range, strain energy of 
each kind stress curve may be quite different, which 
leads to different dislocations. Fourier Counting 
Method could avoid systematic errors arising from 
pretreatment of Rain-flow Counting Method. The 
systematic errors come from multiple steps of Rain-
flow Counting Method. In some occasion all kinds of 
error may cancel each other out but in some other’s 
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occasion, they will add up to each other, which result 
in distinguish error finally. Purpose of this paper is to 
provide the industry with a more accurate counting 
method for fatigue loss calculation, as well as simple 
and easy calculation software. The software 
development bases on rigorous theoretical analysis 
and derivation, as well as compact modular design, 
which has certain theoretical innovation significance 
and practical value. It supplies four main modules, by 
which users could achieve detail information of 
frequency distribution and obtain the fatigue damage 
caused by selected stress time series accurately. 
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